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As Trinity Charter School is a district comprised of Residential Treatment Centers (RTCs) in which 98% 
of the student population has been placed by Child Protective Services (CPS) and 35% qualify for special 
education services, the Title I Parent Involvement strategies have been applied to the volunteers/ 
surrogate parents who work with our students. As studies reflect that parent involvement nurtures the 
learning process, opportunities have been structured through the surrogate and volunteer parent program. 
 
What Each School will Implement… 
Big Sandy, Bokenkamp, Chapel Hill, Krause Pegasus, New Life, and Willow Bend Schools all agree to 
implement surrogate programs that: 
 

 Teach volunteers the appropriate strategies to serve as surrogate parents 
 Provide ongoing feedback of their student’s learning progress 
 Hold monthly meetings updating the surrogate parents of the school’s academic program 
 Agree to be held by the legal agreement of a surrogate parent and to fully execute the rights of the 

students and parents through ARD meetings and other appropriate activities as deemed necessary 
through TEA and ongoing  federal requirements.  

 Communicate regularly with surrogate through progress reports, grade cards and other teacher 
communications. 

 Obtain a signed surrogate parent commitment 
 

Definition of Parent Involvement 
The district defines parent involvement as a two-way communication system that is regular and ongoing.  
Therefore, documentation will be encouraged and maintained to show this commitment.  Surrogate 
parents will be utilized in district and school strategic planning and Title CIP development. 
 
 
Shared Responsibilities for Student Academic Achievement: 
Big Sandy, Bokenkamp, Chapel Hill, Krause Pegasus, New Life, and Willow Bend campuses will 
implement surrogate parents as tutors on site thus reinforcing skills that are lagging.  In addition, 
resources/training will be provided to surrogates for this process.  Upon request, a meeting will be held 
for any surrogate with concerns about their student. 
 
Trinity Charter School, as a district, will provide ongoing tips to parents through its website, in parent 
newsletters, special events, open houses, etc. 
 
An end-of-the year Title I survey will be given to surrogate parents to provide feedback on the services 
provided to families and for future planning.   
 


